Abstract-This paper presents an anticipative robot kinematic limitation avoidance algorithm for collaborative robots. The main objective is to improve the performance and the intuitivity of physical human-robot interaction. Currently, in such interactions, the human user must focus on the task as well as on the robot configuration. Indeed, the user must pay a close attention to the robot in order to avoid limitations such as joint position limitations, singularities and collisions with the environment. The proposed anticipative algorithm aims at relieving the human user from having to deal with such limitations by automatically avoiding them while considering the user's intentions. The framework developed to manage several limitations occurring simultaneously in three-dimensional space is first presented. The algorithm is then presented and detailed for each individual limitation of a spatial RRR serial robot. Finally, experiments are performed in order to assess the performance of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collaborative robots working alongside humans are now used in many fields such as industrial applications, service robotics and medical applications [1] . By harnessing the strengths of humans and robots simultaneously, human-robot interaction has the potential to increase human performance and to provide effective assistance in many applications. However, in order to achieve this, the interaction between the human user and the robotic device must be safe and intuitive [1] , [2] , [3] . To this end, the robot motion can be designed to behave similarly to that of human beings [4] , [5] . Additionally to being intuitive and predictable, the robot motion should also be legible, that is to enable the collaborator to quickly and confidently infer the robot's goal. This aspect was introduced and detailed in [3] . While collaborative robots allow a close cooperation with humans, commercial collaborative systems still automatically stop when a limitation (joint position limitation, or and collision with the environment) is reached, which is clearly not intuitive. In order to avoid the limitations, the user would have to pay a close attention to said limitations, which can be very difficult and cognitively demanding (especially for internal kinematic limitations such as position limitations and singularities).
The management of limitations such as self-collisions and collisions with the environment has been explored extensively in the literature [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . However, many philippe.lebel.4@ulaval.ca gosselin@gmc.ulaval.ca alexandre.campeau-lecours@gmc.ulaval.ca Collaborative robots bring new challenges that may not be effectively handled by the existing techniques. For instance, collaborative robots are usually used in unstructured and dynamic environments and must manage many real-time constraints such as colocation with humans [10] . Additionally, while existing trajectory planning algorithms are effective at finding an optimal path between two points, in a humanrobot collaboration application the final destination is often unknown by the planner. Indeed, the user can directly control the robot's direction and velocity (through a joystick or by direct manipulation of the robot) and can thus bring the robot in prohibited configurations. The management of the robot limitations must then be as transparent as possible in order to prevent the user from having to constantly monitor these limitations, which would be detrimental to the principal task.
Many solutions have been proposed in the literature such as potential fields [11] , [12] , [13] , virtual spring-damper systems [10] , [14] and virtual-fixtures [15] . The main advantage of these algorithms is that they are able to repel the robot from the limitations regardless of whether the final destination is known or unknown. These reactive algorithms have been implemented in many applications. For instance, a skeleton algorithm able to manage self-collisions of two 7-DOF serial arms in a torso configuration was introduced in [14] . In the proposed scheme, the distance between the robot links is first evaluated and, if necessary, a virtual repulsive force is applied on the joints, by using a virtual springdamper system, in order to avoid self-collisions.
Even if these methods are successful at avoiding collisions, they present inherent drawbacks. Their reactive nature produces a change of path only after the trespassing of a limitation. To avoid a collision with an object, the buffer zone around the object must either be much larger than the actual object or present a high stiffness that guaranties that the robot cannot penetrate too far in the limitation. These two methods of managing the reactive nature of the algorithms require an extensive experimental tuning. The former method needs to validate if the space between the limitation boundary and the object is large enough to avoid a collision. The latter needs to verify that the large stiffness of the repulsive force does not produce vibrations or instability [16] . Even after tuning these parameters, the reaction of the robot is still hard to predict for a human user since the virtual force applied on the links varies with the velocity and acceleration of the robot when it collides with an object. These algorithms also have trouble dealing with multiple limitations. Some limitations may contradict each other, pushing the robot in the direction of a less restricting limitation.
The algorithm presented in this paper addresses these considerations by anticipating limitations instead of reacting to them. This anticipative limitation avoidance algorithm aims at making the robot control efficient, intuitive and safe by transforming the user's input in an easily predictable way. The algorithm analyzes the limitations near the robot and computes the components of the user's input that may make the robot collide with a limitation. These components are then removed thus allowing the robot to slide alongside multiple simultaneous limitations with multiple contacts. This paper is structured as follows. A brief description of the algorithm's structure and of the virtual limitation detection are presented. Then, the sliding algorithm for a single point defined on the effector is presented. The algorithm is then expanded to the case of multiple and simultaneous contacts. Experimental results are then reported in order to assess the performance of the algorithm. Finally, the results are discussed and a conclusion is drawn.
II. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE ALGORITHM
The framework required to implement the sliding algorithm includes the following components:
• Limitations defined in the robot's workspace • Proximity detection algorithm • Angular position of the robot's joint • Sliding algorithm and corrected velocity output The limitations can be defined as external or internal. External limitations include obstacles in the workspace as well as protection zones defined by users. Internal limitations consist of the angular limits of the joints, singularities and self-collision of robot links. Fig.2 . provides an overview of the algorithm. The velocity requested by the user, v u , is fed to the Jacobian matrix in order to determine the requested joint velocityθ r . It is also used by the limitation detection algorithm in order to determine the constraints to be used by the sliding algorithm. The algorithm is then applied to modify the requested user velocity v u and produce the effective Cartesian velocity v m , which is converted into the joint velocity array that is finally sent to the robot. 
III. PROXIMITY DETECTION ALGORITHM
In order to avoid objects in close proximity of the robot, a collision and distance detection algorithm is used. Its purpose is to compute normal vectors pointing toward the closest point of interest on the robot.
Different approaches can be used to compute the shortest distance between clouds of points or planes that may compose the robot model and the limitations. Algorithms such as the GJK algorithm [17] and the octree [18] are refined techniques used in video games that take advantage of geometric relations to reduce the required number of points to process.
The normal vectors extracted from these algorithms are then used as limitations by the sliding algorithm.
IV. LIMITATION SLIDING ALGORITHM FOR A SINGLE

POINT
This section presents the sliding algorithm managing a single point defined along a robot link, such as the endeffector's reference point. Since the robot evolves in a threedimensional space, only three non-redundant limitations are required to fully constrain and immobilize the robot. A larger number of limitations is redundant and can be reduced to a set of three nonlinearly dependent limitations. Accordingly, it is only possible to slide on a maximum of two limitations simultaneously. When computing the end-effector's modified velocity, all the limitations must be expressed in the same set of coordinates in order to process them simultaneously. If the limitations are not processed simultaneously, for instance if some limitations are processed in the articular space and others in the Cartesian space, contradictory sliding results may occur [4] .
The method proposed to process the limitations simultaneously can be described as follows:
At first, the limitations are transformed into Cartesian limitations of the point of interest on the robot. Then, the active limitations are identified. For a limitation to be considered active, the scalar product of the end-effector velocity vector requested by the user and the limitation's normal vector must be negative. An allowed direction of the requested Cartesian velocity is determined for every combination of two limitations. The only possible direction that allows the sliding on the two limitations simultaneously is the direction defined by the line corresponding to the intersection of the two limitation planes. This direction is obtained using the cross product of the two normal vectors of the limitation planes. The user's input velocity is then projected onto each of the allowed direction vectors. The projections are then tested to determine if they satisfy all the limitations. The projections that fail the test are discarded. The same user's velocity is projected onto each of the limitation planes. These vectors are also tested and those that fail to satisfy all limitations are discarded in the same manner as in the previous step. Finally, the output velocity vector is generated by taking the sum of all the remaining vectors. After this process, only viable directions are remaining and the robot can slide along these directions. Figure 3 illustrates this process.
The user's input is displayed as the blue arrow. The green arrow represents the valid directions in which a point can slide on limitations, the red ones represent the components of the user's input that will make the point collide with the planes. In this case, if the limitations were considered independently, the resulting vector would be dependent on which limitation is considered first, sometimes not sliding at all, sometimes trespassing limitations. While a sequential processing of the limitations may work in some simple cases, it renders the algorithm's behaviour difficult to predict and unreliable. It is therefore very important to consider all the limitations simultaneously, which is a contribution of the proposed algorithm.
V. LIMITATION SLIDING ALGORITHM FOR MULTIPLE POINTS
In the preceding section, a sliding algorithm was proposed for a single point on the robot. It is also important to consider other points on the robot, such as the elbow as well as other types of limitations, such as angular limitations of the joints and singularities. In order to handle all these limitations simultaneously, the approach proposed here consists in transforming each of the limitation constraints into equivalent constraints at the end-effector. Indeed, it is very important to consider all constraints simultaneously as explained in the preceding section.
A. Physical limitations and protection zones for multiple, simultaneous, potential collision points Consider first the reference point on the end-effector of the robot and its velocity vector, v. The mapping between the joint velocity array,θ and vector v is given by the Jacobian matrix of the robot, J, defined at the end-effector, as follows:
Similarly, the relationship between the movement of a given point, P , on the robot and the articular velocity array,θ, is defined as follows:
where v p is the Cartesian velocity of a given point, P , on the robot, J p is the corresponding Jacobian matrix (defined at point P ) andθ is the joint velocity array of the robot. When a robot's link approaches a limitation, the collision detection algorithm computes the proscribed direction to avoid the violation of this limit. The only step required before modifying the user's input is to transform this link's forbidden direction into the corresponding end-effector's forbidden direction. This allows the algorithm to process all limitations simultaneously as if they were all limitations of the end-effector motion. Assuming that the robot is not in a singular configuration (matrix J is invertible), eq. (1) can be inverted and substituted into eq.(2), which yields
where v p is the velocity of the point at which the collision potentially occurs and J p is the Jacobian matrix defined at this given point, as described above. This relationship allows the computation of the velocity vector of the potential contact point, P , that corresponds to a given velocity, v of the endeffector. It is however required to perform the inverse transformation in order to find relationships between the limitation at the elbow, (or any other point on the robot), and the corresponding limitation at the end-effector. The result will allow to emulate the limitation by giving a normal vector in the end-effector coordinate system, as if the limitation were encountered at the effector, thus allowing the algorithm to process all the limitations simultaneously.
However, to achieve this result, it is important to take some considerations into account: 1) Given a potential collision point P defined on link i of a d-dof robot, matrix J p includes some zero columns since the last (n − i) joint velocities have no impact on the velocity of point P . 2) Given the above observation, matrix J p is not of full rank and eq.(3) cannot be inverted. In the following, the equation that must be used to transfer the limitation at point P into a limitation at the end-effector is presented and the result is an important contribution of this paper. At point P , the constraint associated with an obstacle of normal vector n is written as:
Substituting eq.(3) into eq.(4) then yields Fig. 4 . Example of transformation of a limitation at point P (defined here at the elbow) into a limitation at the end-effector. Vector vp represents the velocity of the elbow when the velocity v is commanded at the end-effector. Vector a represents the limitation at the end-effector that corresponds to the limitation at the elbow.
This equation represents the constraint at point P and is linear in therms of v. It can be simply written as
where
It can be noted that, as the scalar product of a T and v is null, vector a represents the direction in which the end-effector's velocity must be constrained in order to satisfy the limitation at point P defined on the robot.
Finally, the equation providing the limitation a at the endeffector corresponding to a limitation n at point P is written as
The limitation a can be treated as a limitation occurring at the end-effector and processed simulteanously with the other limitations. An example is shown in Fig. 4 , where point P is defined at the elbow. The limitation l R of normal vector n at the elbow is transformed into a limitation l em of normal a at the end-effector.
B. Angular limitation
In order to manage all the limitations simultaneously, the articular limitations must also be transferred into Cartesian limitations at the end-effector. Such a limitation is active when an angular limitation is reached and when the desired motion requires the joint to move in the limitation's direction. In order to find the equations required to transfer the angular limitation constraints into end-effector constraints, the limited joint is considered blocked and the corresponding column of the Jacobian matrix, J, defined in eq. (1) is replaced with a column of zeros.
Referring to eq. (1), it is clear that all the possible Cartesian velocities that satisfy the constraints imposed by the locked joint must be linear combinations of the two remaining columns of the Jacobian matrix J . In other words, this limitation can be expressed as a plane formed by the remaining columns of the 3 × 3 Jacobian matrix of the robot. The forbidden direction is then computed using the cross product of the two column vectors. where c i and c j are the non-zero column vectors of matrix J. This forbidden direction n f can now be processed simulteanously with all the other limitations.
C. Singularities
Singularities can be expressed by Cartesian or articular constraints. In both cases, singularity limitations can be expressed in end-effector limitations using the approach presented in Sections V-A and V-B.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
This section presents the experimental protocol along with the results obtained. A comparison with a virtual springdamper system follows. To assess the effectiveness and intuitiveness of the algorithm, a given task was realized by several participants, both with and without the use of the algorithm. In the latter case, the robot velocity was set to zero when a limitation was reached (as with a standard commercial robot). Subjects were not told which algorithm was used and the order was varied between subjects. The experiments were performed on a modified version of the JACO arm from Kinova shown in Fig. 1 . Thirteen (13) subjects aged between 21 and 30 participated in the experiments which were approved by the ethics committee of Université Laval certificate no. 2016-311/24-11-2016. The accompanying video shows excerpts from the experiments.
A. The task
The task has been designed to test all cases of possible limitations. Figure 5 shows the workspace and the task trajectory.
B. First experiment: Full attention
In the first experiment, the subjects had to bring the endeffector to the way points shown in Fig. 5 while avoiding objects in the workspace and the number of collisions with the objects were recorded. Without the sliding algorithm, the mean completion time is 86.5s with a standard deviation of 32.75s and an average of 1.1 collisions. With the sliding algorithm, the mean completion time is 46.4s with a standard deviation of 15.2s and an average of 0.4 collisions.
The mean difference between the completion of the task with and without the algorithm is 87% which corresponds to a difference of 40 seconds. The time difference is considered significant according to a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon non parametric test one-tailed (p= 9.87 * 10 −5 <0.05). It is important to note that the performance improvement is highly dependent on the chosen task. For instance, a task where no limitation is reached would not improve whether the sliding algorithm is used or not. The authors tried to be fair in the selection of the task.
C. Second experiment: Divided attention
A secondary task is added to the experiment in order to divide the subject's attention (similarly to an industrial task). This secondary task consists in naming a color appearing on a screen at every two seconds. To increase the task's difficulty, the color appearing on the screen is embedded in the font of letters spelling a different color name. For instance, the word blue is spelled on the screen using a red font. The correct answer is then red. The time to complete the task and the total number of errors were recorded. Omitting to name a color is counted as two mistakes, mentioning the wrong color is compiled as one mistake and colliding with an object is counted as three mistakes. This kind of multitasking experiment may help to represent a normal industrial task where external factors could distract the operator or where the operator must pay attention to several elements. In the context of this experiment, the hypothesis is that the sliding algorithm reduces the level of attention required to complete the task. The user would not have to pay attention to the robot's limitations and self-collisions and could thus give more attention to the main task. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 6 .
Without the algorithm, the mean completion time is 95.3s with a standard deviation of 34.09s and an average of 9.1 mistakes. With the sliding algorithm, the mean completion time is 48.3s with a standard deviation of 9.92s and an average of 1.9 collisions. The mean difference between the completion times is 97%, which corresponds to a difference of 47 seconds. The time difference is considered significant according to a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon non parametric test one-tailed (p= 8.05 * 10 −6 <0.05).
D. Objective evaluation
The participants generally declared that the task was easier to perform with the algorithm. The participants also mentioned that the completion of the task was much more stressful and required much more attention when the algorithm was not activated.
E. Comparison with other algorithms
As previously mentioned, the proposed sliding algorithm aims to improve performances compared to algorithms found in the literature. In this section, the proposed sliding algorithm is compared with the reactive virtual spring-damper algorithm [10] , [14] . Two main advantages of the proposed sliding algorithm concern the tuning of the parameters and the stability, as detailed in the following.
With the proposed sliding algorithm, the only parameter to adjust is the distance from which the sliding algorithm begins to act. If this minimal distance is too small, the robot may pass through a forbidden limit. This phenomenon is called clipping and is often seen in video games and other 3D simulation environments. This distance can also be automatically computed as a function of the robot velocity and thus no parameter tuning is required with the proposed method, which is an important advantage.
However, in the virtual spring-damper system, three parameters need to be adjusted, namely the simulated inertia of the end-effector, the stiffness of the virtual spring and the damping coefficient.
The issues that arise from the tuning of these parameters are the following:
• If the stiffness is too low or the simulated mass is too high, the robot may pass through a forbidden surface.
• If the stiffness or damping are too high, the resulting output velocities may not well represent the users intention.
• Contact with limitations may result in oscillatory behaviour. The occurrence of multiple collisions could result in highly unstable behaviour and the violation of limitations. This phenomenon is even more important when different parts of the robot are in contact with different limitations.
• When going through narrow corridors, the robot might get stuck if its initial velocity is too low. Figure 7 shows an example in which the above last two issues arise. Figure 8 shows the corresponding angular position of joint 2 obtained with each of the algorithms.
With the virtual spring-damper method (orange curve), an oscillatory behaviour is observed when the robot begins to interact with the cylinders. The robot also slows down (due to the repulsion) as if a friction force were acting on the endeffector. It is also possible to notice that the robot is unable to continue through the cylinders as it gets stuck between them. With the proposed sliding algorithm (shown in blue) the robot slides along the limitation without being slowed down and no vibrations are observed. This is due to the fact that the algorithm uses an anticipative analytic solution rather than a reactive solution.
F. Real-world implementation
The experiments in this paper were performed with virtual obstacles in order to assess the algorithm's performances. Fig. 7 . Simulation environment. The objective is to pass between the cylinders while avoiding the sphere at the elbow joint. Fig. 8 . Angular positions of the elbow joint (joint 2). The joint position in blue is produced when using the sliding algorithm while the orange curve shows the response using the virtual spring-damper algorithm. The dashed line represents the moment where the robot comes in contact the cylinder.
However, in a real dynamic world implementation, the obstacles are detected in real-time by a computer vision system. In order to confirm that the proposed sliding algorithm is compatible with such data, a 3D scanning device (a Microsoft Kinect camera) was used to capture a typical work space as presented in Figure 9 .
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an anticipative robot kinematic limitation avoidance algorithm for a spatial 3-DOF serial robot. This algorithm aims at making the robot control easier, more intuitive and safer. Experiments have been performed to observe the efficiency gains while completing tasks performed with the help of the algorithm. One experiment was realized with full attention, another with divided attention. Both tests showed results indicating an increased efficiency (87% and 97% faster completion time) and precision (0.7 and 7.2 fewer errors made) when using the algorithm. These results indicate that the proposed sliding algorithm allows an easier completion of a given task as well as making it safer to accomplish for the robot and the environment. The users are also able to give attention to other secondary tasks Fig. 9 . 3D scanned environment represented in the simulation space.
while using a serial link manipulator without prior training or knowledge about the basics of the robot's kinematics. Lastly, the algorithm has been compared to other algorithms to confirm that the proposed solution is effective in solving their inherent issues. Further work will be undertaken to generalize the collision detection algorithm to even more complex shapes as well as being able to handle potential collisions with complete surfaces composing the robot arm. 3D cameras could also be utilized to detect objects that are introduced or moved in the workspace during the completion of the task. The algorithm will also be expanded to the 6-DOF case.
